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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Fifteenth Day: Thursday, October 26, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 131-21-24-25—16%W, 53%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)FRENCH COMMAND: Improved on the drop; tries dirt vs. soft bunch   
(#1)KAHRAMANI: Tries winners in a snug spot; placed in 4-of-6 lifetime 
(#2)PONTASTIC: Lifetime numbers on the main track solid; fits for $16K  
(#9)HAY LISTEN UP: Two-pronged class drop suits; wide draw a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-2-9 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)OSO READY: Woke up on this level last time; tighter, controls pace  
(#1)FLATTER THE QUEEN: Hooks a light crew; improvement in the cards 
(#6)UNCLE JERRY: Bay handles a “fast” strip; gets needed class relief 
(#3)BRAVE JOHN: Like the cutback to 6.5F; best recent effort on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-6-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)JOANIE’S CRUSH: Barn does well with first-timers for a tag; soft field   
(#13 AE)DIVORCE: Like the turf-to-dirt move; fits for $40K, 2nd off shelf 
(#12)MEDLIN: Nice late turn of foot on debut; “bullet” blowout 10-20 noted 
(#2)ENRAGE: Turns back to six-furlongs ; makes her first start for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-13(Also Eligible)-12-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#10)FRENCH OAK: Gets the pocket stalking trip; drops, great post draw   
(#8)SHE’S GOT A SHOT: Very consistent in ‘17; 2-pronged class drop suits 
(#9)HIDDEN GARDEN: Lugged-in in last two; wheeled back off 14 days rest 
(#3)KELLS: Split field of 10 from 2-hole on debut; no world-beaters in here 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-8-9-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#7)OUR GIRL ABBY: Cat-hopped in local maiden score; consistent on dirt   
(#10)BIG AXE: Useful first try versus winners; makes a lateral class move 
(#2)IN THE MOOD: She has never missed the tri for a tag; hooks winners 
(#12)REGAL DAME: $120K Scat Daddy filly will be an early pace factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-2-12 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)VICTORY LANE: $675K colt gets wheeled back for Shug; blinkers “on”   
(#10)COVE BLUE: Ghostzapper colt will love 2-turns; well backed on debut 
(#7)ENJOY THE JOURNEY: Fifth on debut vs. “live” field; should love 8.5F 
(#12)HIGH NORTH: Game to overcome poor start in last; 12-hole a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-10-7-12 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)KASAQUI (ARG): He’s a G2 winner this year and the class of the field   
(#4)SIR DUDLEY DIGGES: Salty allowance form; last 3 wins on “good” turf 
(#2)COCO MON: Capable of running a big one when right; 10-1 morning line 
(#9)APPLICATOR: Sent from wide draw; 3rd start in 33 days—over the top? 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-2-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#5)COVENANT: Love the cutback to 6F; tighter in second off the sidelines   
(#1)ANNATHELA: “A other than” to “two lifetime” move suits; fires fresh 
(#9)MISS KENTUCKY: Fleet of foot filly will have company from the outset 
(#3)CAROLINE TEST: Turf-to-dirt angle is appealing; fuels a quick pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-9-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#2)MONEIGH MOPROBLEMS: Returns off long layoff gelded; dirt-to-turf   
(#6)KALININGRAD: Toss last over unconventional course; runs well fresh 
(#7)GOSTISBEHERE: Placed in 5-of-7 starts; perfect stalking trip probable  
(#4)LO’S JOURNEY: Third in a tougher heat last time at nearly 101-1 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-7-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


